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NNCLR and a simple Convolution Neural
Network (CNN) tested against YaHS, one of the
best available tool

YaHS search for drops in linkages number

Three training datasets :
ASM : HG002 assembly using hifiasm
SYN : synthetic chimeric contigs from HG002
SEA : ASM and SYN
Negative matrices from reference assembly

Chimeric contigs are detected using alignments
to reference genome
All models are tested on YaHS synthetic test set
with a five-fold cross-validation

HiC protocol captures genome to genome interactions
Close sequences are also spatially close
Low counts regions (see below) indicates low mid to long range interactions
Low mid to long range interactions is a pattern of chimeric contigs 
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Fig.1 - Error free contig alignment example
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Fig.2 - Chimeric contig alignment example

Fig.3 - Comparison between error free and chimeric contig Hi-C contact matrix

Goal : learning similarities or features by itself
Maximazing inter-class distance and minimizing intra-class
distance using contrastive loss
Invariant to augmentations thus learning higher features

Fig.4 - NNCLR whole model architecture overview

Fig.5 - NNCLR encoder architecture overview

CNN model constantly underperforms or is, at
most, on par with others
NNCLR outperforms YaHS on AUPR, AUROC
and GSCORE and is at least on par on
accuracy, balanced accuracy and F1-score

Bad labelisation may be the determinant
factor in models bad results seen on ASM
CNN model seems not to be able to learn
higher features compared to NNCLR
Bigger datasets should reduce variability
between folds for NNCLR
NNCLR model seems to provide better
detection than YaHS. Tweaking the model
could improve results

Fig.6 - NNCLR, CNN and YaHS results on YaHS synthetic dataset


